HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST
PERNELL KUSMUS

OBSESSION

THE GENIE
IS IN THE
BOTTLE
Obviously, every artist at House of
Orange is driven by passion; passion for
beauty, for creation, for culture. But some
are known to indulge in a rather unusual,
life-controlling obsession. Make up artist
Pernell Kusmus for example, found a
way to let his excess passion overflow in
collecting perfume bottles.
It’s sounds harmless but beware, Pernell’s
collection doesn’t only take up most of his
living and storage space in the picturesque
old centre of Amsterdam, he’s also stuck
there since his friends refuse to help him
pack and move his valuables ever again.
It’s simply too much, and too valuable.
Apart from a handful of rather ugly king
size display bottles Pernell doesn’t intend
to sell any of them, ever. No money could
replace the joy and excitement he gets
from his fancy vessels – with stoppers only
– and their content.
“It started more then 20 years ago when
my Colombian aunt gave me a Caron
Narcisse Noir bottle from 1912. I was
19 and I adored the perfumes my mother
and my aunts were wearing; Shalimar,
Madame Rochas, 4711 Tosca.”
Pernell can talk forever about his Baccarat
Crystal collection – one of his price
possessions is an unopened bottle of
Essence Rare by Houbigant from the 30’s
(Houbigant made perfumes for the likes of
Marie Antoinette and Queen Victoria of
England you should know) – about
Caron and Guerlain, still running a
real perfume store in Paris and about his
favourite perfumery in Amsterdam, La
Jeunesse, run by this old French lady
who knew everything about the fine
essences she’d been selling all her life.
“A rare phenomena these days” Pernell
sighs regretfully.
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Although contemporary perfumes fail to
impress Pernell and classy stopper bottles
will only be released in limited editions
for marketing purposes these days, there’s
still lot’s of rare bottles out there to hunt
for, if only a missing size. Pernell Kusmus’
agenda and detour travel schedule is
often run by his obsession. If he declines
on a job, chances are he’s got his eye on
a mesmerising, rare piece of glasswork.
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